
INTRODUCTION

Before concentrating my energies on improvisation, I played a great deal ol Baroque music. t te[ mis
stylistic period lent itself especially well to the marlmba and vibraphons. My favorite pieces wero the
sonatas and Partitas for solo violin and the cello suites by J.s. Bach.

I enioyed how the single-line writing was uniquely angular and at the sams time suggested
ingeniously conceived harmonies. I am still fascinated by this kind ol multi-dimensionality.

Because of Bach's choice of interval relationships, the simplest of lines, from a technicalstandpoint
have as much interest on a vertical level as on a horizontal one. The term "horizontal" pertains to"linear" or "line" and vertical pertains to harmonies or chords.

Thinking about the concepts of simplicity and tullness (often diametrical opposites these days), I
decided to write this collection of vibraphone works with precisely these ideas in mind. The challenge
was to create complete musical statements of limited technical difliculty for mallet players having
various levels of ability. The performer's challenge is to make music out of the notes on the page.

In order to make the pieces immediately accessible, ono stave was used whsnever possible.
Sometimes note values were abbrevlated to avoid cluttering a mgasure, so raading a partlcular
line would not be awkward. (For example,. at letter G in MIDNIGHT STAR, the note vafues of
the melody line are certainty longer than sixteenth notes, but the proper sustaln ls controlled by
the pedal marking.)

Dynamics are extremely important and should be exaggerated. After alt, dynamlc contrast ls what
makes the vibraphone breathe.

All pieces except MIRROR FROM ANOTHER and TRANCE are predominantly melody and
accompaniment. Dynamic control of these two musical elements is essentiallor a proper rendition
of these works.

Because each piece ends with a "vamp" or repeated figure which fades out, "seguglng" or
connecting one piece to another works very well.

lf any of you are interested in communicating with me about this music or anything else, ptease do so
at the following address:

David Friedman
c/o Face the Music Productions

41 N. Moore Street
New York, NY 10013
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1. MIRROR FROM ANOTHER

This work is about a stratic environment created by an ostinato figure in the middle register
w1h sudden melodic and harmonic suggestiolls for the extreme upp€r and lower
registers.

2. VIENNA

VIENNA is a spirited, up-lempo, somewhat "tongue-in-cheek" waltz. The rallentandos
and ritrardandos shopld be treated dramatically in order to recreate that "old" eighteenth-
century feeli4g.

3. WIND

The challenge here is to play the melody without losing the rhythmic llow of the

accompaniment Practice the accompaniment figure by itsell for as long as it needs to
"play itself."

4. MIDNIGHT STAR

Originally a duo piece from the "Double lmage" album, "ln Lands I Never Saw," MIDNIGHT

Sfnn ls a ballad with an eighth note feel. The melody notes have stems going up. Observe

the dampening markings carefully, especially in letter A. Be sure the melody notes in letter

C are sutficiently brought out

5. LOOKING BACK

This piece is the "tour de force" of the collection. In letter Dl, the melody is on the- bottgm

w1h stems going down. Again, watch the dynamicsl Letter F1 should flow similarlyto the

accompanimenftigure atthe beginning of WIND. Try practicing this section overand over

again untilyou have the impression your hands are moving as a separate entity.

6. TRANCE

TRANCE is a "mlnimal" piece consisting ol 21 events. Play it first as written, then try

luxtaposing the events according to your own traste. Exaggerate the accented sixteenths

In letter C, D, and H.
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Repeat and fade

4 3 3 3 3

' + = Dead notes. Leaae mallet on bar, stopping tbe tone.


